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Emilee is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at Stanford. Her current research project examines the distinctive value of voting in contemporary democratic practice, and its significance for electoral reform and the ethics of participation.

ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS
• Assistant Professor, Political Science

LINKS
• My Website: https://emileechapman.wordpress.com/

Teaching

COURSES
2023-24
• 20th Century and Contemporary Political Theory: POLISCI 437C (Aut)
• Citizenship in the 21st Century: COLLEGE 102 (Win)
• Ethics for Activists: ETHICSOC 134, POLISCI 134 (Win)

2021-22
• Citizenship in the 21st Century: COLLEGE 102 (Win)
• Ethics for Activists: ETHICSOC 134, POLISCI 134 (Win)

2020-21
• 20th Century and Contemporary Political Theory: POLISCI 437C (Aut)
• Citizenship in the 21st Century: THINK 71 (Win)
• The Ethics of Elections: ETHICSOC 134R, POLISCI 132A (Win)

STANFORD ADVISEES

Doctoral Dissertation Reader (AC)
Joseph Cloward, Joan O’Bryan, Prach Panchakunathorn

Doctoral Dissertation Co-Advisor (AC)
Natasha Patel
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